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A Parsimonious Parametric Model for Generating Margin

Requirements for Futures∗

Carol Alexandera Andreas Kaeckb Anannit Sumawongc

Abstract. Major exchanges employ the Standard Portfolio Analysis of Risk (SPAN) soft-

ware to measure maintenance margins. However, its methodology has become cumbersome

and opaque, having evolved over several decades and by now it requires that several hundred

parameter values are re-set every day. We present a new, parsimonious parametric model for

calculating margin requirements for futures which has a rigorous econometric foundation,

being derived entirely from the median tail loss (MTL) of the returns distribution. This

facilitates maximum likelihood volatility model calibration and state-of-the-art backtests.

Then the parameters of the margin scheme which overlays the MTL may be calibrated

using a variety of objectives. We examine three such objectives, including two which are

designed to generate margins which mimic SPAN.
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1 Introduction

Central counterparties (CCPs), also termed clearing houses, are regulated intermediaries which guar-

antee obligations and protect their members via effective default procedures. They aim to run a

matched book but counterparty default can still expose them to considerable loss. They manage this

counterparty credit risk in several ways, and in particular by taking collateral from participants in the

form of margin payments. Speculators pay higher initial margins than clearing members and large

hedgers, for whom the initial margin is usually set equal to the maintenance margin. Smaller clients of

clearing members pay a margin which is determined by the member. When the margin account falls

below the maintenance level a variation margin payment brings the margin back to the maintenance

level. If a variation margin is not paid then a default identification process ensues. Figure 1 depicts

the interaction between different parties involved with the CCP for setting futures margins.

Figure 1: Margining in the Futures Market.

Depiction of the margining setting process for the main players in the futures markets: (+/-) indicates that large

speculators pay higher initial margins than clearing members and large hedgers, for whom the initial margin is set equal

to the maintenance margin; and (?) indicates that smaller clients pay a margin which is determined by their clearing

member. When the margin account falls below the maintenance level a variation margin payment brings the margin

back to the maintenance level. If a variation margin is not paid then a default identification process ensues.
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In September 2009 the G20 countries mandated a reform of transactions for over-the-counter

(OTC) derivatives so that standardized contracts must be cleared by CCPs. In the USA, clearing

houses must now adhere to the 2010 Dodd-Frank Act,1 Title VIII of which reinforces the role of

supervision over CCPs, in particular by the Securities Exchange Commission and the Commodity

Futures Trading Commission. The Bank for International Settlements estimated that 62% of $544

trillion notional outstanding on OTC contracts was being cleared by CCPs by the end of 2016.2 Thus,

it has become very important that CCPs face the challenge of setting margin requirements which

are risk sensitive enough to sustain minimal losses when liquidating defaulting positions, but also

small and stable enough to remain competitive.3 The tightening of regulations, combined with new

margining for previously-OTC derivatives, presents a challenge for exchanges throughout the G20, not

only in the US. For instance, the most recent European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR)

requires CCPs to maintain stable margins on all the products cleared, and the margin setting should

be based on a risk model that is regularly back-tested to ensure that it provides a coverage level of at

least 99% of the daily returns distribution.4

There are several reasons for these regulatory moves. More risk-sensitive margin requirements may

be a means to reduce incentives for excessive speculation, driving the de-stabilizing speculators out

of the market and thereby reducing volatility. Also, the recent wave of CCP mergers coupled with

the continued expansion of derivatives markets raises the question whether CCPs may have positions

so large that they have become ‘too big to fail’. Counterparty credit risk can be highly contagious;

indeed, some CCPs have now been designated as systemically important by the Financial Stability

Oversight Council. Managing the risks of clearing houses in an event of a members’ default is therefore

of vital importance to reducing systemic risk in the world economy.

In 1988 the Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) group introduced the Standard Portfolio Analysis

of Risk (SPAN) software, which generates price scenarios and takes the greatest loss as the margin.

Margins aim to cover price movements with 99% coverage. The underlying risk metric is Value-at-

Risk (VaR) or expected tail loss (ETL), also commonly called expected shortfall (ES). But no exact

specifications are given about the risk model employed or the historical sample used for computation.5

The methodology has evolved significantly over time, making it impossible to back-test properly. For

example, old CME technical documents impose a margin coverage level of between 95-99%, whereas

the current document states that all margins must cover at least the 99% Value-at-Risk. The time

1The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act Pub.L. 111203, H.R. 4173.
2See the latest report on www.bis.org/publ/otc hy1611.htm.
3Here, and in the following, the term ‘risk sensitive’ means that the risk measure responds immediately to significant

price changes. Note that volatility metrics derived from equally-weighted averages of squared returns are not risk sensitive
because they suffer from ‘ghost features’ of an extreme event which may have happened far in the past but, due to the
equal weighting, will appear just as important in the metric as if it happened yesterday.

4“A CCP shall assess its margin coverage by performing an ex-post comparison of observed outcomes with expected
outcomes derived from the use of margin models. Such back-testing analysis shall be performed each day in order to
evaluate whether there are any testing exceptions to margin coverage.” Article 49 of EMIR (European Union, 2013).
BIS (2015) establish principles for margin requirements for non-centrally cleared derivatives.

5However, the CME group did publish technical documentation in 2010, stating that SPAN employed several statis-
tical techniques to capture distribution of price movements, depending on the product: e.g. fitting a normal-mixture
distribution; fitting an extreme value distribution; and using exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) volatility.
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at which this change occurred is not mentioned in any current document. Given this lack of clarity,

historical SPAN margins cannot be replicated accurately; one can only recreate the margins that

would have resulted from applying the current methodology with the historical risk parameter files

available.6 Moreover, the evolution of the methodology has become very cumbersome and SPAN now

requires re-setting hundreds of parameters every day.

This paper develops a parsimonious, intuitive, risk-sensitive model for setting the maintenance

margin for futures contracts which could be used to replace SPAN. It’s few parameters can be calibrated

to replicate historical values of SPAN, but they need not be set so that margins mimic SPAN. In fact,

the behaviour of our margin depends on the calibration objective and this is a matter of subjective

choice. We propose three different calibration objectives, but others are possible within our framework.

The model consists of two parts: a risk model and a margin model, each part having its own set of

parameters, calibrated separately. Our empirical study implements the model for futures contracts

on WTI crude oil, the S&P 500 index, the Euro-US Dollar exchange rate, and gold. We consider

different asset classes to ensure that our margin model is not too specific to a particular market and

may be adopted more broadly. It is well known that different asset classes have different features (e.g.

exchange rates have more symmetric but leptokurtic distributions than equities, but equities are more

skewed) and that different risk models may perform better for different assets, at different times.

We make the following original contributions to the literature on risk-based margin setting:

(1) We allow for different margins for long and short positions. Given the strong asymmetric tail

behaviour that is commonly observed in futures, where upside risk is typically less than downside risk,

exchanges will find it useful to apply our model for counterparties with un-matched long and short

positions;

(2) Similarly, we are the first to develop a parsimonious margin model which captures the term-

structure of futures contracts. In crude oil, and other contracts with strong term-structure features,

margins should be greater for the more volatile short-term contracts. Again, exchanges should find

our model useful for counterparties with calendar spread positions.

(3) The basic risk metric underpinning the margin model is median tail loss (MTL) rather than VaR

or ETL (ES). The reasons for this choice are explained in Section 3. However, the margin scheme can

take any quantile risk metric as input and so it is amenable to any type of instrument, provided only

that one has a quantile risk metric available over a historical period that is sufficiently long to allow

the margin scheme parameters to be calibrated.

(4) Margins for a set maturity, e.g. 1-month futures, cannot be calibrated to time-series created by

rolling contracts. Data are corrupted by the artefactual jumps in prices which typically occur at the

roll and the margins thereby created do not correspond to a fixed maturity. We avoid this pitfall

by calibrating models to tradable returns on synthetic, constant-maturity futures. We also employ

state-of-the-art econometrics for back-testing models for long and short positions simultaneously.

We implement and test our margin model using four different futures contracts but, for lack of

6E.g. see http://www.cmegroup.com/confluence/display/pubspan/Loading+SPAN+Risk+Parameter+Files for de-
tails on the CME risk parameter files for SPAN.
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space, we only present our (extensive) back-test results for (part of) the term structure of WTI crude

oil futures. In the following: Section 2 reviews the literature on margins for derivatives; Section 3

defines the risk models that we consider and describes our back-testing procedure; Risk-based margin

schemes are discussed in Section 4 and used to motivate our model, as well as different calibration

objectives; An empirical study is presented in Section 5 and Section 6 concludes.

2 Literature Review

The two main schools of thought on setting margin requirements are: the prudential approach of

Figlewski (1984), Gay et al. (1986) and Booth et al. (1997), which argues that the main purpose

of margins is to cover the clearing house’s loss when participants default; and the efficient contract

design introduced by Brennan (1986), which examines how margins and price limits can be set to

make the contracts self-enforcing. Following these, the extant literature concludes that the optimal

margin level should be high enough to cover the default risk faced by the clearing house when taking

over positions, but low and stable enough to limit investors’ opportunity costs and maintain liquidity

in the market. Margin requirements should not be so high as to deter investors. Indeed, the highly-

competitive clearing houses of today may drive margins down, in a “race-to-the-bottom” (Hardouvelis

and Theodossiou, 2002). Interoperability may be desired by regulators, but it is competition and not

cooperation that is currently on the CCPs agenda.7

Risk-sensitive margins should increase at exactly the time when systemically important members

of the clearing house are required to hold more risk capital. Moreover, margin increases may have

the effect of increasing volatility, thus increasing margins even further. Early academic research which

confirms this procyclicality of margin changes includes Telser (1981), Hsieh and Miller (1990) and

Kupiec (1993). Hardouvelis (1990) is the only work to find margins are countercyclical while others

such as Kumar et al. (1991), Day and Lewis (1997) and Phylaktis and Aristidou (2013) claim that

margin changes do not exacerbate market volatility. The procyclicality of margins is also a main focus

for central bank’s research: see Mägerle and Nellen (2011), Nahai-Williamson et al. (2013), Adrian

and Shin (2014), Murphy et al. (2014) and Murphy et al. (2016). The need for margin-setting to limit

procyclicality while also retaining sufficient risk-sensitivity is now acknowledged by CCPs, and the

survey by Heckinger et al. (2016) has highlighted members’ liquidity risk as a central issue for further

research.8

Equilibrium asset-pricing models provide a theoretical foundation for procyclicality. Brunnermeier

and Pedersen (2009) propose a model where margin increases can reduce liquidity and increase volatil-

ity, which in turn increases margins further, and the series of knock-on effects can cause liquidity to

7See derivsource.com/articles/margin-efficiency-ccps-portfolio-margining-eligibility-quest-interoperability.
8It is important to distinguish between margins for leveraging stocks and margins for futures because these may have

different effects on procyclicality. For stocks, the margin account is composed purely of the investor’s equity/debt levels,
both the initial and maintenance margins are set as gearing ratios denominated in percentages. Historically, stock margin
levels have fluctuated wildly on a year-to-year basis; changing to/from 50 - 100% at times, see Largay and West (1973)
and Eckardt and Rogoff (1976) for example. Such extreme movements are not possible for futures margins, since these
are obligatory.
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completely dry out. Garleanu and Pedersen (2011) explain the mechanism for this, whereby large

increase in margins drives de-stabilizing speculators out of the market at a time when hedgers need to

exit positions, due to funding constraints caused by the margin increase. Speculators exit positions in

response to margin changes more quickly than hedgers do, so hedgers will suffer from a lack of liquidity.

Also, when hedgers are typically long, speculators can withdraw liquidity thus causing prices to fall

as hedgers are forced to exit.9

Margins may affect different futures markets in different ways, because the balance between spec-

ulators and hedgers varies. The empirical study in Chou et al. (2015) finds that day traders on the

Taiwan Futures Exchange are less sensitive to market traders than institutional investors. Another

empirical study by Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016) compares the effects of margin changes on

commodity futures, currencies, equity and interest rates. They find that commodity markets are most

sensitive to the effects of margin changes on speculation. In some markets (metals and grains) margin

increases can impair the risk transfer from hedgers to speculators, because the speculators are more

easily driven out of the market by onerous margins.

Now we discuss the specific strand of the margin literature that our paper contributes to, i.e.

the empirical literature on SPAN margins and the papers which advocate alternative approaches for

margin setting. Kupiec (1994) mimics daily values for SPAN, from December 1988 to December 1992,

for calendar spreads on S&P 500 Futures, finding a coverage level of less than 95%.10 More recently,

Abruzzo and Park (2016) provide a detailed account of how SPAN margins have been changed by both

the CME and ICE exchanges. Although a ‘race-to-the-bottom’ attitude, accompanied by chances to

boost liquidity, should encourage CCPs to be prompt when decreasing margins, Abruzzo and Park

(2016) show that the CME’s decreases in margin requirements are more cautious than increases, and

that the strain of competition forces the CME and ICE to alter margins in attempts to out-price each

other. Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016) examine the effect of large changes in SPAN margins, finding

that large margin increases tend to decrease returns, and in certain markets (grains and metals) large

margin increases impair the risk transfer mechanism because hedgers exit the market, being unable

to find a speculative counterparty willing to share the risk. Large margin increases drive speculators

who provide liquidity out of the market, causing an increase in the volatility of the futures contract.

Relatively few papers have attempted to develop a model for setting margin requirements which

simultaneously satisfies the needs of regulators, CCPs and their clients. A simple rule is to set the

margin exactly equal to the risk metric, as implemented in early works on margin requirements such

as Booth et al. (1997), Broussard and Booth (1998), Longin (1999), Cotter (2001) and Lam et al.

(2004). But this type of rule is too simple: it produces excessively volatile margins that exacerbate

procyclicality because they change each time the risk is re-assessed. Such rules would be impossible

9By contrast, in the partial equilibrium model of Rytchkov (2016), which analyses the effect of time-varying margins
on portfolio choice, the hedging demand produced by margin jumps should be comparatively small, and much less than
that associated with price jumps. Other equilibrium asset-pricing models, such as Duffie and Zhu (2011) and Gibson and
Murawski (2013), focus on the sub-optimality of margins and the potential benefits of interoperability within CCPs.

10By contrast, Kupiec and White (1996) tests SPAN against regulation T, a strategy-based system for margins on
equities and equity options. For simple portfolios of S&P vanilla options, they find that SPAN yields lower margins than
regulation T and provides 99–100% coverage of daily return movements.
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to implement in practice without large costs to both the clients and the CCP.

Some papers have considered risk-based margin rules which have the type of buffer that is now

recommended in EMIR, Article 28, as a means of reducing procyclicality.11 The use of such a buffer

produces much more stable margins and it is these papers that are very close to our research. Chiu

et al. (2006) compares SPAN, as employed by the clearing house of the Taiwan Futures Exchange, with

models based on a similar margin-change rule, but where VaR is the risk metric.12 Extending this

idea, Lam et al. (2010) also advocate a buffer, but instead of leaving the margin unchanged until the

VaR increases or decreases by 15%, their margin scheme has parameters which can be calibrated to

control the coverage probability and frequency of margin changes. Our empirical study will implement

the margins proposed by both Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010), and compare the results with

the CME SPAN margins as well the margins produced using our approach.

3 Risk Model Selection

3.1 Risk Metrics and Risk Models

For 0 < q < 1 the 100q% daily VaR is a loss which we anticipate exceeding 100q% of the time,

assuming the portfolio is not rebalanced over the next day. For instance, the 1% daily VaR is −1×
the 1% quantile of a daily returns distribution, multiplied by the current price. Any model which

can estimate VaR can also be used to estimate ETL, which is the average of the losses greater than

the VaR. Both metrics are commonly used for regulatory capital calculations for market risk, internal

economic capital allocation, and portfolio management. A comprehensive review of their estimation

procedures can be found in Nadarajah et al. (2014) and Nieto and Ruiz (2016), respectively.

Because margin requirements should be set prudently we prefer to use either the mean or the

median of the losses in the tail (i.e. ETL or MTL) rather than VaR as the risk metric for the model.

Building on a recent and growing literature, we argue in favour of MTL as ETL is more affected by

outliers and more difficult to estimate than MTL. Moreover, ETL is only jointly elicitable with VaR

so it requires more complex back-tests than MTL, see Gneiting (2011) and Ziegel (2016).13 Although

MTL may fail on one of the properties of a ‘coherent’ risk metric, i.e. sub-additivity, Dańıelsson

et al. (2013) show that lack of sub-additivity is highly unlikely when parametric models are employed

and Kou et al. (2013) show that MTL is less likely to be sub-additive than VaR. Moreover, Kou

et al. (2013) criticize the sub-additivity axiom from the viewpoints of diversification and bankruptcy

protection and argue that MTL is a superior risk metric because it falls into their class of natural

11“A CCP shall ensure that its policy for selecting and revising the confidence interval, the liquidation period and
the lookback period deliver forward looking, stable and prudent margin requirements that limit procyclicality to the
extent that the soundness and financial security of the CCP is not negatively affected. This shall include avoiding when
possible disruptive or big step changes in margin requirements and establishing transparent and predictable procedures
for adjusting margin requirements in response to changing market conditions. In doing so, the CCP shall employ at least
one of the following options: (a) applying a margin buffer at least equal to 25% of the calculated margins which it allows
to be temporarily exhausted in periods where calculated margin requirements are rising significantly;...”

12http://www.taifex.com.tw/eng/eng5/LSIndexFutComMargin.asp lists some details of the TAIFEX margin model.
13The MTL is easily elicitable, because it is a quantile.14
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risk statistics.15 Within this class they advocate MTL because it is the most robust to small changes

in the data, especially in the tail.16 Kou and Peng (2014a) claim that the tractability, elicitability,

robustness and utility-foundation are three good reasons to prefer MTL to ETL.

Asymmetric tail behavior is typical of futures contracts. Upside risks are frequently lower than

downside risks, in which case the tail above a (1 − q)-quantile has lower probability mass than the

tail below the q-quantile, for small q. Thus, our model should have the flexibility to specify different

margins for un-matched long and short positions. Another reason why we choose the MTL metric is

that it is suitable for capturing asymmetric proportional margin changes for up and down moves; this

feature is inherent in MTL because volatility tends to increase sharply but decrease slowly.

To obtain parametric MTL estimates, we shall assume returns follow a dynamic process with

either normal or Student t innovations, having cumulative density functions denoted Φ[·] and Tν [·],
respectively, where ν denotes the degree-of-freedom parameter. The corresponding 100q% daily MTL,

represented as a percentage of a futures price Ft,T is, respectively:

MTLqt,T = −Φ−1

[
1q>0.5 + q

2

]
σ̂t,T , (1)

MTLqt,T = −T−1
ν

[
1q>0.5 + q

2

]
σ̂t,T

√
(ν − 2)/ν , (2)

where σ̂t,T is the time-t volatility estimate of the futures return rt,T = (Ft,T − Ft−1,T )/Ft−1,T .

We consider a number of univariate volatility estimation methods. The Exponentially Weighted

Moving Average (EWMA), popularized by JP Morgan, is a particularly interesting model because

it is used by the CME in SPAN. The variance estimate at time t is σ̂2t,T = λσ̂2t−1,T + (1 − λ)r2t−1,T .

The smoothing constant λ cannot be calibrated but is rather set in an ad-hoc fashion. For instance,

RiskMetricsTM sets λ = 0.94 for daily VaR estimates and λ = 0.97 for monthly VaR estimates. For

comparison, we also include a constant volatility based on a standard deviation estimated over a rolling

sample of some fixed size N . To avoid the proliferation of qualitatively similar results in our empirical

study, we set N to be either 30 or 90-days in the constant-volatility model and, in the EWMA models,

we only present results for λ = 0.94, 0.96 and 0.99.

The academic literature is dominated by models from the generalized autoregressive conditional

heteroscedasticity (GARCH) family and we consider the standard symmetric GARCH, the GJR-

GARCH model of Glosten et al. (1993) and Nelson (1990)’s exponential GARCH model.17 The

15Natural risk statistics are characterised by different axioms to coherent metrics.
16In fact, Kou et al. (2013) investigate the robustness of MTL in considerable detail, according to four different statistics

– see their Appendix F. Kou and Peng (2014b) prove that MTL is the only risk measure that (i) captures tail risk; (ii)
is elicitable; and (iii) has a decision-theoretic foundation (i.e. it corresponds to the Choquet expected utility).

17GJR-GARCH models are given by σ̂2
t,T = β̂0 + β̂1r

2
t−1,T + β̂2σ̂

2
t−1,T + β̂31rt−1,T<0r

2
t−1,T , and Nelson (1990)’s expo-

nential GARCH model is ln σ̂t,T = β̂0 +g(rt−1,T )+ β̂3 ln σ̂t−1,T , where g(rt−1,T ) = β̂1rt−1,T + β̂2(|rt−1,T |−E[|rt,T |]). For
instance Su et al. (2011) argue that GJR-GARCH is best for forecasting one-day-ahead downside risk and Chen et al.
(2012), propose the use of Laplace innovations with GJR-GARCH. Non-parametric VaR methods interpolate the quantile
from an empirical distribution of historical returns and these methods are reviewed and compared in Alexander (2008).
The most popular method in this category is Barone-Adesi et al. (2002)’s Filtered Historical Simulation model, which
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GARCH model parameters are calibrated using maximum likelihood on a rolling sample, with param-

eters being re-calibrated every day.

A novel feature of our margins is that they reflect the term-structure features of futures contracts.

To implement this we capture correlations along the term structure using a multivariate GARCH

model. Thus, in addition to the 16 univariate models considered above we also apply 12 different

orthogonal GARCH (O-GARCH) and EWMA (O-EWMA) models (Alexander, 2001). That is, we

first apply principal components analysis to the covariance matrix of returns and then estimate the

univariate GARCH and EWMA models above on the components. We only consider models with one

or two principal components, because otherwise the model can pick up idiosyncratic variation in just

one part of the term structure, which is then reflected in the volatility of all maturities. We restrict

the orthogonal models with two components to normal innovations because the Student-t distribution

is not a stable distribution.

The literature on risk forecasting is vast and we discuss additional model specifications in the

robustness section. In particular, following Lam et al. (2010), in Section 5.3 we use implied volatility

data for forecasting the MTL, with either Gaussian or Student t innovations. Despite the breadth of

models, we have excluded two well-known risk model classes, viz.: unconditional parametric models

based on extreme value theory (EVT) – for which the classic reference is Embrechts et al. (1999);

and models based on high-frequency, intra-day data – in particular, the heterogeneous autoregressive

realised volatility (RV) models introduced by Corsi (2009). Such models may prove interesting av-

enues for further research on margining because they have found some success in predicting volatility,

quantiles and quantile-related risk metrics. In particular, heterogeneous autoregressive models for RV

have been successfully applied to quantile predictions of exchange rates (Clements et al., 2008), as well

as to volatility prediction of S&P 500 and US Treasury bond futures (Corsi, 2009) and crude oil (Sèvi,

2014). A useful empirical comparison of RV, EVT and GARCH approaches to quantile predictions

for four asset classes may be found in Louzis et al. (2014).

3.2 Back-Testing Methodology

EMIR laws require exchanges to publish regular back-testing reports – and, for the reasons noted

in the previous section, we seek an MTL model which passes back-tests on both upper and lower

tails simultaneously. Below, we report empirical results for two back-testing methodologies. First,

we employ the interval conditional coverage tests developed in Christoffersen (1998), for 1% and 99%

MTL simultaneously. To this end, we assign a return to one of three intervals:

(1) rt,T < −MTL0.01
t,T ; (2)−MTL0.01

t,T < rt,T < −MTL0.99
t,T ; and (3) rt,T > −MTL0.99

t,T .

retains the shape of the empirical distribution via bootstrapping, while increasing risk sensitivity using a conditional
volatility model. However, this model is computationally complex and as such it is not possible to employ it with the
state-of-the-art back-testing techniques that we apply. We would have to reduce the number of simulations, and it is
when insufficient simulations are used that MTL fails to be sub-additive – see Dańıelsson et al. (2013).
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Thus, interval (1) contains the negative returns which produce extreme losses for long positions,

interval (3) contains extreme positive returns (losses for short positions) and otherwise the return lies

in interval (2).

Denote the number of observed returns in each interval as n1, n2, n3 where n = n1 + n2 + n3 is

the number of observations in the sample. The number of returns in interval i which are immediately

followed by a return in interval j is denoted nij and the expected proportion of returns in interval

i is denoted pi. Then the relevant conditional coverage statistic is LRcc = −2(L(Π0) − L(Π̂1)) ,

where L(Π0) =
∑3

i=1 log(pi) and L(Π̂1) =
∑3

i=1

∑3
j=1 nij log

(
nij

ni

)
. Christoffersen (1998) shows

that LRcc ∼ χ2
6. To reduce the volume of empirical results we do not report them separately for

the unconditional coverage and independence tests, because they are combined into the conditional

coverage test, although these results are available (on request).

Our second back-test builds on the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS) proposed in Gneit-

ing and Ranjan (2011) which may be defined as:

Cw(f, z) = 2

∫ 1

0

(
1z≤F−1(α) − α

) (
F−1(α)− z

)
w(α) dα, (3)

where f is the forecasting density of the risk model, F its corresponding cumulative distribution func-

tion and z the realized outcome. Intuitively, for the case w(α) = 1 the score equates the integral over

the squared difference between the forecasting distribution and the distribution resulting from perfect

foresight, i.e. where all probability mass is on the realized outcome z. Thus the score measures the ac-

curacy of the prediction with smaller CRPS statistics indicating superior forecasting performance. An

advantage of this variant of the CRPS is that the weight function can place more emphasis on specific

areas of the forecasting density. This is crucial for margin models, where accurate modeling of both

tails is important. Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) propose to use w(α) = α(1− α) for testing the center

of the distribution, w(α) = (2α − 1)2 for the tails, w(α) = α2 for the right tail and w(α) = (1 − α)2

for the left tail. We employ the same weighting functions in our empirical study.

To test the relative performance of two competing models we use the average CRPS, i.e. C
f
w =

1
n

∑n
t=1Cw(ft, rt,T ) where {r1,T , . . . , rn,T } are the T -maturity futures returns used in the out-of-sample

test and ft is the forecast density for rt,T , based on information up to time t−1. The predictions of the

MTL model with density f i are preferred over another model with density f j if C
f i

w < C
fj

w . Set dij,t =

Cw(f it , rt,T )−Cw(f jt , rt,T ) and σ̂2ij = 1
n

∑n
t=1 d

2
ij,t. Then the test statistic is tij =

√
n
(
C
f i

w − C
fj

w

)
σ̂−1
ij

and, under the null hypothesis of equal model performance, this is asymptotically standard normal.

For technical details we refer to Gneiting and Ranjan (2011).

In order to allow multi-model comparisons, we compare the CRPS scores using the model confidence

set (MCS) of Hansen et al. (2011) to identify models with superior performance at a given level of

confidence (1 − α∗). Typically, α∗ is set at 10% and/or 25%. A desirable property of the MCS is

that it acknowledges the informativeness of the data, that is, the more informative the data, the fewer

models in the MCS. To economise on space, in the main paper we only report MCS results for all

our CRPS tests. Additional empirical results, including pairwise tij statistics, are provided in the
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online appendix. By considering so many GARCH models (and several underlying assets) we have

ensured that our proposed risk model remains within the model confidence set, for all the assets we

have considered, when tested against a broad spectrum of potential models. The plethora of models

used at the backtesting stage therefore serves the important purpose of ensuring that our tests are

thorough and comprehensive, and it allows us to draw conclusions for different underlying assets.

4 A Scheme for Setting Margins

Chiu et al. (2006) set the margin mt,T at time t for a futures of maturity T as:

mt,T =

ms,T , 0.85ms,T < VaRt,T < 1.15ms,T ,

VaRt,T otherwise,
(4)

where VaRt,T is the daily 99.7% VaR forecast at close of day t and s is the time of the last margin

re-set.18 In other words, the margin remains unchanged until the VaR increases or decreases by 15%,

or more. The empirical study in Chiu et al. (2006) applies this margin rule to the exchange’s SPAN

risk model, as well as EWMA and Student-t symmetric GARCH models, finding that the best coverage

is provided by the margins based on the t-GARCH VaR.

Lam et al. (2010) advocate a scheme based on σ̂t,T , an estimate of the contracts returns volatility at

time t, and calibrate a parameter a such that aFt,T σ̂t,T represents a quantile of a normal or Student-t

distribution for price variations. Rather than +/− 15%, now the margin band has width determined

by another calibrated parameter, b. This way, the margin is specified as follows:

mt,T =

ms,T (1− b)ms,T < aFt,T σ̂t,T < (1 + b)ms,T ,

a Ft,T σ̂t,T otherwise,
(5)

where Ft,T is the time t closing futures price and s is the time of the last margin re-set. The parameters

a, which controls the coverage and b, which controls the frequency of margin changes, are calibrated

by targeting a coverage of 99% and an expected number of 6 margin changes per year. A variety

of volatility forecasts are compared as inputs to the margin scheme, and the authors conclude that

implied volatility is preferable to statistical models of volatility.

Motivated by the ideas proposed by Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010), our margin setting

scheme focuses on maintaining stability and reducing procyclicality, while also remaining competitive

and risk-sensitive. By contrast with Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010), we advocate different

margins for long and short positions, which is necessary to reflect the observed asymmetric tails in the

futures’ returns distributions. The margin is denominated in value terms, so we generate a series of

dollar MTL daily forecasts, denoted MTLt,T below, by multiplying the % MTL forecasts described in

18The 99.7% quantile was chosen to represent 3 times the standard deviation of a normal distribution, and which was
the SPAN coverage level selected by the TAIFEX at the time of writing. Since then, the TAIFEX has targeted a slightly
more modest 99% coverage level for SPAN. We use the 1% VaR in our empirical implementation of this rule.
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the previous section by the current futures price Ft,T . Again we denote by s the time of the previous

margin change and use the notation a and b for the parameters controlling the level of margin re-sets,19

as well as parameters τ
high

and τ
low

, which determine the timing of this change.

Our margin will remain unchanged provided it remains within a corridor {1, 1 + c}MTLt, and

will only change if it remains outside this corridor for a specified number of days. EMIR’s Article 28

addresses the potential for procyclicality and instability of margins that are determined by the 1%

and 99% quantiles of a daily returns distribution, by introducing a 25% capital buffer.20 Therefore,

we constrain the buffer parameter c to be at least 0.25. If the margin moves out of this corridor we

do not change the margin immediately; instead the margin increases only when it has been below the

lower boundary MTLt,T every day for the last τ
low

days; a decrease occurs only when the margin has

been consistently above the upper boundary (1 + c) MTLt,T for τ
high

days. Thus, the margin mt,T at

time t for a contract with maturity T is given by:

mt,T =


(1 + c) MTLt,T (1− b) when (1 + c) MTLt,T ≤ mt−j,T ∀ j = 1, ..., τ

high
,

MTLt,T (1 + a) when MTLt,T ≥ mt−j,T ∀ j = 1, ..., τ
low
,

ms,T , otherwise,

(6)

where s is the time of the last margin change. In the above, the MTL is a one-day-ahead forecast of

1% MTL for a long position and of 99% MTL for a short position.

Our empirical observation of MTL forecasts will demonstrate that they tend to jump upwards

rapidly but decrease more slowly. This is a consequence of volatility clustering, which is a well-

known feature of commodity, equity and currency markets. As a result, our margin increases tend

to be proportionally larger than margin decreases. This type of asymmetry is also observed in CME

margins for these products. To support this, Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016) find that commodity

futures tend to exhibit larger proportional margin increases than decreases. However, CME margins

for 5-year Treasury note futures (which exhibit much less volatility clustering in their returns) have

greater decreases than increases.

In summary, there is no increase (decrease) in the margin unless risk, as measured by MTL, has

remained too high (too low) for a sufficiently long time. Larger tolerances imply more stable margins

and different values for the high and low tolerance parameters may induce asymmetry in the frequency

of margin increases relative to decreases. The CCP may prefer τ
high

< τ
low

, so that margin decreases

are more frequent than increases. This type of asymmetry may or may not be observed in SPAN. For

instance, in their historical examination of CME margins, Abruzzo and Park (2016) find that some

margins (e.g. currency futures) move downwards more frequently than upwards; but the opposite is

the case in other markets (e.g. agricultural futures) and Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016) also find

that precious metals have more frequent margin increases than decreases. This evidence that CCPs

19This is to facilitate presentation of our results in the same table as the results of applying the scheme introduced by
Lam et al. (2010). But note that the parameters a and b have different meanings in each scheme.

20The Article (see footnote 7) explains how the buffer can be used, but no recommendations are given regarding how
one should replenish it. Our parameters a and b specify how the buffer is replenished.
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set margins in different ways, depending on the type of futures contract, motivates these asymmetric

tolerance parameters in Equation (6).

The parameters {a, b, c, τ
high

, τ
low
} may be calibrated using a variety of objectives. Different param-

eters may be used for long and short positions, based on 1% and 99% daily MTL forecasts respectively.

For instance, the CCP may wish to calibrate parameters so that the scheme produces margins similar

to SPAN. Or the CCP may simply wish to make margins as stable as possible, because margin changes

can deter investors and may have pro-cyclical effects on liquidity and volatility (Brunnermeier and

Pedersen, 2009). Alternatively, they may set target statistics such as the mean and variance of the

size of margin changes. Other targets could limit the range of possible changes, and other alternatives

are to choose parameters to minimize the number, or the average size, of margin changes.

The features of our margin depend on the parameter values and these depend on the calibration

objective employed. To illustrate this in Section 5.2 we provide an empirical comparison of margins

based on (4), (5) and (6) when the parameters are calibrated to different markets using the following

calibration objectives:

E RMSE : Minimize the root mean square error (RMSE) between our margin and a target margin.

This rule focuses on the CCPs competitiveness because when they have previously used SPAN

it would be uncompetitive to set margins far away from SPAN levels. This objective may also

be employed when one CCP seeks to track another’s margin changes;

T Target Stats: Specify targets such as the average number of margin changes, or their average

size, and minimize the sum of squared standardized deviations. This more flexible rule allows

the CCP to control the statistical features of margins and the targets may also be set relative

to the statistical characteristics of a target margin;

S Stability : Set parameters so that the resulting margin has as few changes as possible.

5 Empirical Study

The aim of this section is to select the best MTL model(s) and use them to construct daily time

series for margins on futures contracts for West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude oil, the S&P500

index, gold, and the EUR/USD exchange rate. The features of these margins are then examined and

compared with the CME margins and those obtained using the margin schemes advocated by Chiu

et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010).

For the sample from 31 December 2008 to 7 August 2016 daily closing prices for the futures

contracts of all available maturities were downloaded from Bloomberg. From these we follow the

methodology introduced by Galai (1979) to construct daily, investable, constant-maturity returns on

the available term structure of futures prices. That is, we linearly interpolate between daily returns

(not the prices) on the two contracts straddling a fixed maturity, taking the bid and offer prices into

account when rebalancing the weights on each futures contract. This methodology is more complex

than usual, but it ensures we measure margins on the appropriate maturity of risk and it avoids the
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artefactual jumps that can occur when historical time series are created by rolling futures contracts.

Additionally, our time series really do represent realizable returns.21

The CME’s SPAN risk parameter files are used to re-construct daily CME margins for all four

underlyings from 2 January 2009 to 7 August 2016. This is based on the current methodology for

constructing margins.22 Being risk-based, our margins vary with term of the futures. But for gold,

S&P 500 and Euro/Dollar futures we can only assume the CME term structure is flat and equal to

the first-to-mature series, there being no term-structure in the CME margins for these products. Also,

unlike ours, the CME margins are identical for long and short positions.

5.1 Back-Testing Risk Models

Our back-testing procedure is exhaustive, requiring the examination of numerous outputs on 28 dif-

ferent MTL models, each applied to several different types and maturities of futures. There is no

space to report all the results here and we choose to focus on WTI crude oil futures because they have

the most complete term structure data. The other contracts that we study are only traded on the

quarterly cycle, but WTI contracts expire monthly and start active trading more than a year before

expiry. Also, the qualitative conclusions that we draw for WTI are similar to those for the other three

term structures. Detailed results for other futures contracts are available in the on-line appendix.

We further downloaded daily futures prices from 31 December 1989 to 31 December 2008 specifically

for the testing of MTL models, prior to calibrating and testing of the margin scheme. Then we

estimated all 28 MTL models for the investable, daily returns on 1-month, 2-month, ... 12-month

synthetic constant-maturity contracts. It is sufficient to present results for the returns on 1-month, 3-

month, 6-month and 12-month contracts, these being representative of the sample; and it is necessary

to present only a sub-set of our results to keep this paper to an appropriate length.

Sample statistics are reported in Table 1. The largest negative return, which occurs during the

Gulf War in January 1991, induces a large excess kurtosis, especially in the 1-month futures where a

return of −31.75% was recorded on 17 January 1991. As is typical with energy futures, the returns

standard deviation decreases with contract maturity and there is a negative skewness and high kurtosis,

indicating a pronounced asymmetry in the tail weights of their returns distributions.

The 28 competing MTL models are first estimated on an in-sample period spanning the 1500 days

ending on the last trading day in 1995. Then the sample is rolled forward day-by-day, keeping the

sample size constant at 1500, and the GARCH model parameters are re-calibrated daily, the sample

standard deviation is re-calculated for the unconditional volatility models, and the EWMA volatilities

are updated. This way, for each model we produce time series of out-of-sample daily 1% and 99%

MTL forecasts in the lower and upper tail of the futures return distributions, from 1 January 1996

to 31 December 2008. The back-tests described in Section 3 are performed on this sample. The later

21We require results for a constant maturity, not one with systematically varying term. If the term structure is flat,
as it is for gold futures, there will be little difference between the two possibilities. But for crude oil, the roll cost can be
considerable, as the term structure fluctuates between steep backwardation and strong contango. Then it is important
to take the roll cost into account so that we analyse investable returns.

22See http://www.cmegroup.com/clearing/risk-management/historical-margins.html.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics for WTI Crude Oil Futures

Summary statistics for daily returns on synthetic, constant-maturity WTI futures of 1-month, 3-months, 6-months and

12-months maturity from 2 January 1990 to 31 December 2008. In percentage points.

WTI 1M WTI 3M WTI 6M WTI 12M

Average daily return 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.05
Standard deviation 2.18 1.89 1.69 1.50
Skewness -0.68 -0.57 -0.44 -0.21
Kurtosis 15.51 12.24 10.38 7.93
Min return -31.75 -24.74 -19.27 -12.23
Max return 13.96 12.52 10.94 10.44

sample, starting in January 2009, is reserved for out-of-sample forecast evaluation.

Table 2: Conditional Coverage Tests

This table reports conditional coverage statistics for 1% and 99% daily MTL simultaneously, based on daily returns on

1-month, 3-month, 6-months and 12-months WTI crude oil futures. The back-testing sample is from 1 January 1996 to

31 December 2008. Rejection of the null hypothesis that the model provides adequate coverage at 5% or 1% is denoted
∗ or ∗∗ respectively.

Model 1 months 3 months 6 months 12 months

Normal GARCH 10.68** 18.79** 19.39** 25.80**
t-GARCH 1.41 0.71 0.13 0.63
Normal EGARCH 6.84** 21.41** 24.28** 27.08**
t-EGARCH 0.33 0.01 0.84 1.46
Normal GJR 7.33** 20.20** 26.90** 23.45**
t-GJR 0.71 0.51 0.20 0.84
Normal EWMA 0.94 25.03** 23.45** 21.93** 16.65**
t-EWMA 0.94 25.03** 23.45** 21.93** 16.65**
Normal EWMA 0.96 14.17** 13.47** 17.72** 16.65**
t-EWMA 0.96 14.17** 13.47** 16.65** 16.44**
Normal EWMA 0.99 23.96** 25.43** 36.23** 15.38**
t-EWMA 0.99 19.86** 15.24** 16.44** 39.29**
Normal Constant 30 41.63** 44.75** 38.75** 26.84**
t-Constant 30 34.76** 36.89** 31.25** 42.49**
Normal Constant 90 23.45** 22.69** 13.91** 31.30**
t-Constant 90 20.46** 18.86** 14.80** 31.30**
Normal GARCH 1 29.83** 22.63** 34.20** 54.40**
t-GARCH 1 4.22 3.84 3.94 21.87**
Normal EGARCH 1 29.83** 32.62** 31.93** 54.40**
t-EGARCH 1 4.22 3.65 6.65 28.81**
Normal GJR 1 32.21** 27.60** 34.57** 55.02**
t-GJR 1 4.16 3.84 6.70 26.56**
Normal EWMA 0.94 1 41.71** 36.65** 38.70** 61.84**
t-EWMA 0.94 1 41.71** 36.65** 38.70** 61.84**
Normal GARCH 2 22.44** 21.64** 34.20** 42.31**
Normal EGARCH 2 21.14** 30.69** 30.57** 48.86**
Normal GJR 2 20.80** 27.60** 34.57** 45.34**
Normal EWMA 0.94 2 26.52** 32.41** 37.40** 48.27**
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Table 2 reports the results of the Christoffersen (1998) conditional coverage tests on 1% and 99%

MTL simultaneously. Again, to save space, we only report results for 1-month, 3-month, 6-month and

12-month futures (but make available on request the results for other maturities, and the corresponding

unconditional coverage tests). The table shows that the three univariate GARCH models with Student-

t innovations provide adequate coverage but all the other univariate models can be rejected at the

1% significance level. The three orthogonal GARCH models with Student-t innovations based on

only one component also provide good coverage, except for the 12-month futures. The longer term

WTI contracts exhibit idiosyncratic behaviour, possibly associated with less frequent trading, which

is out of line with the common trend in shorter term contracts. None of the other multivariate models

provide adequate coverage.

As our second back-testing methodology, we use the CRPS loss function and report the MCS

p-values of Hansen et al. (2011). Results for WTI 1-month futures are in Table 3. The right-tail

results in column 4 (Right Tail) show that all models are included in the 10% model confidence set.

In fact, even the constant-volatility models (which perform so poorly in simultaneous coverage tests)

remain in the 25% MCS and there is little to distinguish between the models for upper-tail prediction.

For other choices of weights the constant-volatility models, the EWMA models with slow decay (i.e.

λ = 0.99) and the normal symmetric GARCH do not perform well. Confirming the other back-tests,

the best models are: the univariate t-GJR, (without tail weighting or when both tails are weighted);

the t-EGARCH (in the right tail); and symmetric t-GARCH (in the left tail). Again, the multivariate

GARCH models with one principal component lie in the 10% MCS, but the multivariate EWMA

models are excluded. However, the EWMA models with λ = 0.96 lie in the 25% MCS with any tail

weight. This is notable, given the simplicity of using EWMA models, relative to GARCH.

Results of other maturities are qualitatively similar to those in Table 3, except for 12-month futures

for which the MCS results are presented Table 4. Here, the single-component O-GARCH models are

now equally good at left tail predictions – they are even in the 25% MCS – and, remarkably, the

univariate t-EWMA with λ = 0.96 is the best model for both tails, right tail and centre predictions.

Since it is also in the 25% MCS for other maturities, the t-EWMA with λ = 0.96 is clearly an

interesting model to investigate, because it is much easier to implement than a GARCH model.

To summarise the back-test results, the class of univariate t-GARCH models appears particularly

well suited for simultaneous tail prediction, especially the t-GJR model. But GARCH models require

regular parameter re-estimation, and so – for its simplicity – the univariate t-EWMA with λ = 0.96

may be preferred. This is not the best model but, using the Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) test provided

in the internet appendix and the Hansen et al. (2011) MCS, we have found no strong statistical

evidence of inferiority to the other models. Our back-testing results for S&P500 index, gold, and the

EUR/USD exchange rate are comparable (untabulated). Therefore, the next section will compare the

margins resulting from the t-GJR with those based on the t-EWMA with λ = 0.96.
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Table 3: Model Confidence Sets for MTL models: WTI 1-month futures.

This table reports the p-values for Hansen et al. (2011) model confidence sets of MTL models estimated on daily returns

on 1-month WTI crude oil futures. The loss function is the continuous ranked probability score (3) with different weight

functions: w(α) = 1 for no weight; w(α) = (1− α)2 for the left tail; w(α) = α2 for the right tail; and w(α) = (2α− 1)2

for both tails. Test data sample 1 Jan 1996 to 31 Dec 2008. Models with ∗ and ∗∗ belong to the 10% and 25% MCS,

respectively. A p-score of 1.0000 indicates the best model.

Model Name No Weight Left Tail Right Tail Tails

Normal GARCH 0.0251 0.2947** 0.1247* 0.1754*
t-GARCH 0.7930** 1.0000** 0.1649* 0.8608**
Normal EGARCH 0.0761 0.0164 0.7024** 0.4114**
t-EGARCH 0.7930** 0.3235** 1.0000** 0.8608**
Normal GJR 0.1232* 0.2529** 0.2130* 0.2077*
t-GJR 1.0000** 0.7951** 0.3467** 1.0000**
Normal EWMA 0.94 0.0761 0.3235** 0.1280* 0.2077*
t-EWMA 0.94 0.0761 0.3235** 0.1280* 0.2869**
Normal EWMA 0.96 0.4011** 0.3235** 0.6362** 0.8521**
t-EWMA 0.96 0.4146** 0.6702** 0.6981** 0.8608**
Normal EWMA 0.99 0.0116 0.0507 0.1280* 0.0343
t-EWMA 0.99 0.0251 0.1045* 0.1316* 0.0645
Normal Constant 30 0.0029 0.0047 0.1264* 0.0072
t-Constant 30 0.0039 0.0063 0.1280* 0.0107
Normal Constant 90 0.0055 0.0086 0.2286* 0.0186
t-Constant 90 0.0077 0.0240 0.2130* 0.0249
Normal GARCH 1 0.0075 0.2529** 0.1130* 0.0186
t-GARCH 1 0.4146** 0.7610** 0.1316* 0.7287**
Normal EGARCH 1 0.0251 0.0086 0.6702** 0.0343
t-EGARCH 1 0.2995** 0.2529** 0.4667** 0.3363**
Normal GJR 1 0.0251 0.2529** 0.1280* 0.0645
t-GJR 1 0.5590** 0.7951** 0.2286* 0.7990**
Normal EWMA 0.94 1 0.0052 0.0507 0.1247* 0.0158
t-EWMA 0.94 1 0.0052 0.1045* 0.1247* 0.0168
Normal GARCH 2 0.0052 0.1045* 0.1191* 0.0186
Normal EGARCH 2 0.0251 0.0086 0.7024** 0.1719*
Normal GJR 2 0.0251 0.2529** 0.1280* 0.1719*
Normal EWMA 0.94 2 0.0075 0.0507 0.1280* 0.0214

5.2 Calibrating Margin Parameters

Here we calibrate the margin setting scheme (6) to the MTL series generated by two volatility models

selected in the previous section, i.e. (i) t-GJR and (ii) t-EWMA with λ = 0.96. Having used data

from 31 December 1989 to 31 December 2008 to back-test the MTL model, our sample now covers

the period 1 January 2009 to 7 August 2016 so that the first daily return coincides with the period

for which CME margins are available. Our analysis is based on maintenance margins which, following

Abruzzo and Park (2016) we standardize by the contract size. For example, the maintenance margin

on S&P 500 futures is (at the time of writing) $25,000 and the point value of the futures is $250, so
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Table 4: Model Confidence Sets for MTL models: WTI 12-month futures.

This table reports the p-values for Hansen et al. (2011) model confidence sets of MTL models estimated on daily

returns on 12-month WTI crude oil futures. The loss function is the continuous ranked probability score (3) with

different weight functions: w(α) = 1 for no weight; w(α) = (1 − α)2 for the left tail; w(α) = α2 for the right tail; and

w(α) = (2α− 1)2 for both tails. Test data sample 1 Jan 1996 to 31 Dec 2008. Models with ∗ and ∗∗ belong to the 10%

and 25% MCS, respectively.

Model Name No Weight Left Tail Right Tail Tails

Normal GARCH 0.1706* 0.3430** 0.0002 0.0393
t-GARCH 0.8356** 1.0000** 0.0005 0.9864**
Normal EGARCH 0.5803** 0.0303 0.3586** 0.5981**
t-EGARCH 0.6593** 0.2519** 0.1401* 0.9557**
Normal GJR 0.2124* 0.1322* 0.0003 0.0714
t-GJR 0.7484** 0.4445** 0.0005 0.9557**
Normal EWMA 0.94 0.6593** 0.1322* 0.2252* 0.7360**
t-EWMA 0.94 0.6655** 0.1472* 0.1401* 0.7447**
Normal EWMA 0.96 0.8356** 0.0790 0.4629** 0.9557**
t-EWMA 0.96 1.0000** 0.1027* 1.0000** 1.0000**
Normal EWMA 0.99 0.0013 0.0204 0.0003 0.0006
t-EWMA 0.99 0.0021 0.0345 0.0003 0.0006
Normal Constant 30 0.0046 0.0030 0.0005 0.0006
t-Constant 30 0.0053 0.0079 0.0005 0.0010
Normal Constant 90 0.0230 0.0016 0.0017 0.0021
t-Constant 90 0.0063 0.0021 0.0005 0.0047
Normal GARCH 1 0.0053 0.4201** 0.0000 0.0010
t-GARCH 1 0.0027 0.4201** 0.0000 0.0021
Normal EGARCH 1 0.2124* 0.0593 0.0003 0.1187*
t-EGARCH 1 0.0046 0.0607 0.0001 0.0135
Normal GJR 1 0.0053 0.3430** 0.0001 0.0010
t-GJR 1 0.0013 0.3027** 0.0001 0.0010
Normal EWMA 0.94 1 0.0771 0.3078** 0.0001 0.0030
t-EWMA 0.94 1 0.0170 0.3430** 0.0001 0.0036
Normal GARCH 2 0.0046 0.1322* 0.0001 0.0021
Normal EGARCH 2 0.2251* 0.0590 0.0005 0.2432*
Normal GJR 2 0.0046 0.1322* 0.0001 0.0021
Normal EWMA 0.94 2 0.1153* 0.1322* 0.0001 0.0535

the CME margin value is 100.23

We again employ the WTI term structure data and in addition we construct synthetic, 3-month

maturity futures on three other contracts: the S&P500 index, gold, and the EUR/USD exchange rate.

Table 5 reports summary statistics for these data. All exhibit high volatility around the time of the

banking crisis between September 2008 and March 2009, when contagion spread across most financial

markets. WTI is far more volatile than other futures of similar maturities, the least volatile being the

Euro/Dollar currency futures. However, the Euro/Dollar futures have been more volatile since the

23The margin for gold futures is $4,200 and the contract size is 100 Troy ounces; for EUR/USD the margin is $2,750
is and the contract size is 125,000 Euros; for WTI the margin is currently between $2,300 and $2,700 depending on
maturity and the contract size is 1,000 barrels.
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Table 5: Summary Statistics for Daily Returns on Synthetic 3-month Maturity Futures

Summary statistics for daily returns on synthetic 3-month maturity futures WTI Crude Oil (col. 2); Gold (col. 3); Euro

(col. 4); and S&P 500 (col. 5). In percentage points.

WTI 3M GC 3M EC 3M SP 3M

Average daily return -0.01 0.03 -0.01 0.06
Standard deviation 2.04 1.15 0.63 1.11
Skewness 0.03 -0.38 -0.02 -0.19
Kurtosis 5.66 8.30 4.33 7.37
Min return -9.95 -9.35 -2.54 -7.24
Max return 10.15 7.82 3.20 6.97

sovereign debt crisis in Europe in 2011 and the Brexit vote in 2016. Interestingly, the WTI 3-month

futures exhibit a small positive skew, all other series have negative skewness. The S&P 500 and gold

have the greatest kurtosis.

For each underlying, and for each of the MTL series (i) and (ii) above, we now investigate how

different calibration objectives influence the optimal values for the parameters. We employ a sample

period from 2 January 2009 to 7 August 2016 to calibrate the parameters a, b, c of (6), using the

three different objectives described in Section 4. The corresponding margins are labeled E, T and

S respectively, in the results. RMSE (E) minimizes the root-mean-square-error between our margin

and the CME margin; Target Statistics (T) minimizes the sum of squared normalized deviations of

margin properties from some (subjectively chosen) targets. Here we choose targets that mimic the

CME margin, viz. the average CME margin, the number of CME margin changes, the average CME

margin increase and the average CME margin decrease. We choose a standard deviation of 2 for the

number of margin changes, the average margin level standard deviation is set to 0.1 and we use the

empirical standard deviations of the CME margin decreases and increases for the normalization of the

remaining two statistics. The Stability objective (S) simply minimizes the number of margin changes.

To reduce the very large number of results to a paper of limited length, the tolerance parameters

τlow and τhigh are not calibrated; instead we fix τ
low

= τ
high

= τ = 10 or 20 days. This is a subjective

choice, made simply because it gave realistic results. More generally, the tolerance parameters would

depend on the CCP’s risk attitude, with lower values leading to more frequent margin re-sets. In a

non-competitive environment the exchange should be able to make margin changes more risk sensitive

without losing trades, hence selecting a low tolerance setting; but when exchanges compete for volume

they may choose to limit margin increases with a higher tolerance setting, until such time as they are

impelled to raise margins during a period of sustained high volatility. The operational cost to the

CCP for implementing margin decreases may also be a factor to consider when setting τ
high

.

To investigate how sensitive the margin is to the choice of MTL model, for each objective we

calibrate the margin model parameters a, b, c twice, once using the MTL forecasts generated by the

t-GJR model and again using the MTL from the t-EWMA with λ = 0.96. Our purpose here is to

ask how important it is to use the best possible risk model for margin setting. Will a simple model

(t-EWMA) perform as well as a complex model (t-GJR)?

Having calibrated the parameters from all three objectives we now compare our results with CME
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margins, graphically and statistically. With different calibration objectives, MTL models, and tol-

erance parameters there are numerous possibilities to consider for each margin, and again it is not

possible to include all comparisons on all futures contracts, but some are illustrated below.

Figure 2 depicts results from calibrating the margin model to the 3-month WTI futures series using

the T calibration objective. In each figure we show daily time series of upper and lower boundaries,

MTL and (1 + c)MTL, and state the values of other model parameters above each chart. They allow

a visual comparison of margins produced using the same margin model and calibration objective but

different MTL models. To economize on space, we report detailed results for the E and S calibration

in the Appendix (Figures A.1 and A.2).
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Figure 2: Comparison of Margins with Target Stats Calibration Objective: 3-month WTI Futures

A comparison of our margin (blue) with the CME margin (red) for 3-month WTI futures. Each figure depicts our margin and the upper and lower bounds MTL

and (1 + c)MTL. The MTL model is either the Student t-GJR, with parameters calibrated to the underlying futures returns (upper) or Student t-EWMA with

λ = 0.96 (lower). The calibrated values for the proportional margin decrease a and increase b are reported above each chart. The calibration objective here is

Target Statistics, as explained in the text.
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Similar graphs for the term structure of Euro/Dollar futures and of gold futures (not presented

here but available on request) confirm that our margins tend to be higher and less stable when the

tolerance is set at 10 days, and when we employ the t-EWMA model for MTL rather than the t-GJR.

The CME S&P 500 margins are extremely high and seem to bear no relation to risk whatsoever, as

previously documented by Abruzzo and Park (2016).24

Table 6 presents some statistics that provide a more complete comparison between the CME and

our margins for WTI futures. Again we need to restrict the results, for lack of space, and so we only

present results for long positions, i.e. using the left-hand tails of the returns distribution. We also

report only one tolerance parameter setting, i.e. 20 days.25 The results are disaggregated according

to the futures contract, the MTL model, the calibration objective and the different settings for the

tolerance. In column 1 the margin is denoted first by the objective, then the tolerance setting and then

by either E or G according as the t-EWMA or the t-GJR model is used to forecast the MTL. The next

three columns report the calibrated values of the margin model parameters and subsequent columns

provide the summary statistics for the number of changes (divided into increases and decreases), the

average number of days between changes, the average % increase and % decrease, the smallest increase

and the smallest decrease.

In these tables, the first six rows report results based on our margin models, labelled {SE, SG, TE,

TG, EE, EG}. The first letter denotes the calibration objective (S, T or E as described above) and

the second letter denotes the risk model (E for the t-EWMA and G for t-GJR GARCH). The next

six rows present the results of calibrating the margin scheme (5) of Lam et al. (2010) using the same

objectives, and with both t-EWMA and t-GJR models for estimating the volatility parameters. These

are denoted *LE and *LG respectively, where * denotes the calibration objective (S, T or E).26 The

penultimate two rows give the results for the Chiu et al. (2006) margin scheme (4), with VaR being

computed using the t-EWMA and t-GJR models, and these are denoted CE and CG respectively.

Finally, in bold, in the bottom row we report the statistics corresponding to the CME margins. In

each case we also mark in bold the name of the model(s) that exhibit statistical features which are

closest to those of the CME margins.

It is clear that the WTI margins produced using the rule of Chiu et al. (2006) are the most unstable.

This is also true for other contracts for which we provide detailed results in the Appendix (Tables

A.3 to A.6). They change much more often than the other margins, especially the CME margins.

By contrast, the margins based on the scheme of Lam et al. (2010) are sometimes too stable, when

calibrated using the stability criteria. They also exhibit much larger increases then other margins, and

24Abruzzo and Park (2016) find that the probability of margin shortfall is only 0.03 for the S&P 500, compared with
0.13 for gold and 0.66 for WTI. Perhaps there is insufficient competition in this market to drive down margins. But
holding S&P 500 margins so high could also be a policy decision to reduce excessive speculation on an index which
dominates the health of the US economy.

25Results for lower levels of tolerance are available on request. In every case, the higher tolerance value τlow = τhigh = 20
matches the number of CME margin changes better than the lower values. Clearly, the CME does not change margins
immediately following a change in volatility.

26These are not the volatility models and calibration objectives that were employed by Lam et al. (2010). We adopt
our volatility models and objectives here so that the focus of the comparison is on the margin scheme itself and not on
other aspects of the model.
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Table 6: Summary Statistics on Margins for 1-month and 3-month WTI Futures

This table reports statistics for 1-month and 3-month WTI futures margins based on a tolerance setting τlow = τhigh = 20

days and for the EWMA and t-GJR MTL models. The model name in column 1 starts with the margin objective (S,

T or E) followed by E or G, according to the MTL model (either EWMA or t-GJR GARCH). The same objectives are

used for the scheme introduced by Lam et al. (2010), and these models have an additional L (e.g. SLE denotes the

Lam et al. (2010) model with stability objective based on EWMA). The other margin schemes are of Chiu et al. (2006),

also with two possible MTL models (denoted CE and CG) and, finally the CME. Columns 2 – 4 report the calibrated

parameters and subsequent columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: WTI (1M)

SE 0.03 0.16 0.25 21 10 11 92.10 26.75 -24.49 6.51 -13.89
SG 0.00 0.02 0.25 22 8 14 88.90 17.33 -12.75 1.52 -2.51
TE 0.00 0.00 0.31 30 10 20 63.66 18.76 -10.88 3.06 -0.06
TG 0.00 0.00 0.25 20 6 14 97.00 19.25 -11.38 3.07 -0.41
EE 0.01 0.01 0.25 27 10 17 70.92 21.66 -14.17 3.06 -7.01
EG 0.00 0.02 0.25 23 9 14 84.86 15.15 -12.67 1.40 -2.51
SLE 2.99 0.46 – 6 3 3 286.40 52.62 -46.54 46.33 -46.15
SLG 2.90 0.49 – 3 1 2 293.50 127.03 -49.34 127.03 -49.22
TLE 2.57 0.25 – 27 12 15 67.54 37.96 -25.67 25.49 -25.05
TLG 2.43 0.25 – 38 19 19 50.43 32.42 -26.51 25.58 -25.07
ELE 2.56 0.25 – 27 12 15 67.54 37.96 -25.67 25.49 -25.05
ELG 2.30 0.25 – 34 17 17 56.55 33.14 -27.15 25.58 -25.59
CE – – – 70 30 40 27.29 22.96 -15.93 15.02 -15.03
CG – – – 105 47 58 18.25 24.11 -16.77 15.01 -15.08
CME – 30 12 18 60.66 13.53 -11.00 1.72 -4.00

Panel B: WTI (3M)

SE 0.02 0.18 0.25 22 11 11 83.86 26.86 -25.69 5.61 -16.15
SG 0.00 0.03 0.25 20 8 12 90.05 20.27 -15.65 2.28 -5.50
TE 0.00 0.00 0.33 27 9 18 68.19 19.40 -11.71 3.68 -3.33
TG 0.00 0.00 0.25 20 6 14 97.11 23.63 -12.42 4.50 -2.03
EE 0.00 0.04 0.26 26 9 17 70.36 24.61 -14.51 3.22 -4.40
EG 0.00 0.01 0.25 20 7 13 97.11 21.55 -13.86 5.05 -2.03
SLE 2.45 0.49 – 8 4 4 221.29 67.53 -49.08 53.07 -48.89
SLG 2.49 0.45 – 20 11 9 86.26 60.15 -46.07 45.52 -44.85
TLE 2.46 0.25 – 29 13 16 66.39 36.85 -25.55 25.40 -25.06
TLG 2.49 0.25 – 48 24 24 40.04 33.50 -27.16 25.31 -25.31
ELE 2.47 0.25 – 29 13 16 66.39 36.85 -25.55 25.40 -25.06
ELG 2.36 0.27 – 43 22 21 44.81 33.96 -28.79 26.91 -26.53
CE – – – 74 33 41 25.82 21.28 -15.94 15.01 -15.02
CG – – – 152 69 83 12.60 23.85 -16.77 15.01 -15.01
CME – 31 13 18 58.63 12.81 -11.42 1.79 -1.75
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this would act as a deterrent to investors. In each table the margins that are closest to the CME’s

are ours, based on a tolerance of 20 days, usually the T (sometimes the E) calibration objective, and

usually the t-GJR (sometimes the t-EWMA) MTL model.

For our margin schemes the number of changes decreases and their frequency increases as the

tolerance parameter increases, a feature that is built into the design of our margins. Because of

this and the intrinsic features of MTL, the average number of increases is greater than the average

number of decreases, while the average size of increases is smaller than the average size of decreases.

These features are shared by the CME margins, as previously noted by Abruzzo and Park (2016) and

Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016).

Notably, changes in the CME’s S&P 500 futures margin occur much less often than in other

markets, as already noted by Abruzzo and Park (2016) and Daskalaki and Skiadopoulos (2016), with

only 5 increases and 3 decreases over our entire sample and an average of 247.29 days between changes.

WTI and Euro-dollar currency futures margins change more often, but even for these futures there

are only about 4 margin changes per year. When CME margins change they increase/decrease by

about 10-13%, depending on the contract; the exceptions are increases in gold margins which average

17.78% and S&P margin increases, which are only 6.31% on average. All CME margins (except those

for the S&P 500 futures) decrease more often than they increase. Hence their common pattern is one

of slowly stepping decreases and larger but less frequent increases.

Figures 3 provides a visual comparison of the margins for the prompt futures on each underlying,

based on the t-GJR volatility model and using all three calibration objectives. There are several

noteworthy observations. First, the scheme proposed by Lam et al. (2010) appears to be incompatible

with the stability calibration criteria. That is, the margins corresponding to SLYWG have too few

changes, and consequently remain for a very long time either far above the CME margins (e.g. for

1M WTI and for 3M EC) or far below the CME margins (for 3M WTI). Secondly, both the margins

proposed by Lam et al. (2010) and those of Chiu et al. (2006) only remain unchanged when the quantile

remains within a very strict corridor. Consequently, they tend to produce an excessive number of

margin changes and, more importantly, changes are often reversed after only a few days. By contrast,

our margin schemes are designed to stabilize margins and to prevent frequent margin reversals. The

CME margins are positively autocorrelated, i.e. a margin increase is more likely to be followed by a

further increase than a decrease (and vice versa). This is an important feature which is also built into

our margin schemes.

Thirdly, our average margin levels remain very close to CME margins for all but the S&P 500

futures, whereas the rules of Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010) typically produce much lower

margins than the CME. As previously discussed, the CME margins for S&P 500 futures appear to

be unrelated to risk, but our scheme proposes margins that have very similar characteristics to the

CME margins for WTI, gold and Euro/Dollar futures. This suggests that our proposed scheme would

provide risk-sensitive, yet stable margin requirements for other products. Our schemes also work well

across different futures contracts and futures maturities, which also suggests that they are adaptable

to the characteristics of diverse underlying contracts and market conditions.
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Figure 3: Comparison of Margins.

A comparison of our margin (in blue) with the CME margin (red) and the margins obtained using Chiu et al. (2006) (green) and Lam et al. (2010) (black) for

1-month WTI futures, 3-month Gold Futures, 3-month Euro/Dollar Futures and 3-month S&P 500 Futures using Student t-GJR volatility model. The calibration

objectives are Stability (left), Target Statistics (middle) and RMSE (right).
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5.3 Further Results and Discussion

In this section, we provide a brief summary of additional robustness tests.27 First, we ask whether

the calibrated margin models (rather than the MTL models) pass our back-testing procedure. One

difficulty with coverage tests of the margin models in our framework is that margin models use an

MTL estimate to determine only one of the bounds of our margin corridor. This implies that the

margin model is by construction much more conservative since our margins are forced to stay above

the absolute MTL level. Margins may only cross this threshold for brief periods of time, as measured

by our tolerance parameter τ . This asymmetry implies that our margin models will probably fail

coverage tests – not because there are too many exceptions but because they are, by construction,

expected to produce fewer exceptions – at the MTL coverage level. Un-tabulated empirical results

confirm our margin models are more conservative than those of Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al.

(2010). With some exceptions, their margins are not rejected by coverage tests – but this is at our

chosen MTL coverage levels. In fact, because of the rules we choose to construct them, the true

coverage level for our margins should be smaller than the coverage level set for the MTL back-tests.

However, it is not clear which coverage level is adequate for a formal test of the margin model.

As a second robustness check, we consider the use of at-the-money (ATM) implied volatility in the

design of our margin models. We do not incorporate this analysis into our main results as implied

volatility data are much more scarce: for WTI and gold, ATM implied volatilities are only available

(on Bloomberg) from October 2005, whereas for Euro-USDollar currency futures the ATM implied

volatility data are available from December 1998.28 These limitations restrict our back-testing sample

considerably, compared with our earlier study on WTI, and hence we only outline these results.

We estimate a parsimonious time-series model which incorporates at-the-money implied volatility

(we obtain implied volatility data from Bloomberg) by setting σ2t,T = ψ × θ2t−1,T , where θt,T is the

implied volatility at time t for an ATM option with time to maturity T , and ψ is a constant model

parameter. It is well-known from the literature on option risk premia (see Carr and Wu (2008))

that option prices contain volatility and jump risk premia which leads to an upward bias in implied

volatility. The parameter ψ allows us to capture this effect and we expect ψ < 1.

The MTL is obtained using equation (1), under the assumption that the conditional distribution of

returns is normal, or using (2), when we assume that their conditional distribution is Student t. This

way, the implied volatility models are based on only one or two parameters: ψ and, for models with

Student t-distributed error terms, the degrees of freedom parameter. We calibrate these parameters

using a (rolling) window of 750 days, rather than 1500 days (as required for the GARCH models).

This choice is helpful, because implied volatility data are not available over our entire sample, which

is exceptionally long. Futures price data are available, but the implied volatility time series obtainable

from Bloomberg start several years later.29

27We would like to thank an anonymous referee for suggesting these exercises.
28Due to the lack of risk-sensitivity of the S&P 500 futures margins, we drop these data from the analysis.
29We have also experimented with other possible model specifications, and on combinations of implied volatility with

standard GARCH specifications in particular. However, the calibration of these models requires a longer rolling window
to obtain stable results. Therefore, given the comment just made about the availability of implied volatility time series,
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We find that the parsimonious implied volatility models introduced above perform well in the

Christoffersen (1998) two-sided interval tests for MTL. These findings are in line with a large literature

that finds incremental information in option prices which are based on forward-looking information (see

Jiang and Tian (2005)). However, a comparison between margin models based on implied volatility

MTL, versus GARCH or EWMA MTL, shows only marginal differences between the margins obtained.

Examples are included in the online appendix, Table A.7.

6 Conclusions

We extend the literature on new margin schemes for derivatives in several important respects. Our first

innovation is to employ MTL as the risk metric instead of VaR or ETL, because MTL is less sensitive

to outliers than ETL, and because it is relatively straightforward to back-test. This electability is a

major advantage of MTL over ETL. In fact, it has recently been proved that ETL is jointly elicitable

with VaR (Ziegel, 2016) but an effective simple back-testing procedure has yet to be developed.

Then we back-test both tails simultaneously (because the CCP will have both long and short expo-

sures to default) implementing the state-of-the art testing procedures introduced by Gneiting (2011)

and Hansen et al. (2011). Many conditional parametric models with time-varying volatility lie in the

same model confidence set. Only those with constant (or almost constant) volatility perform poorly.

Based on the conditional ranked probability score, asymmetric GARCH models with t-distributed in-

novations are superior to other MTL models. Yet in the model confidence sets there is scant evidence

of superiority over the t-EWMA family, with an appropriate choice of smoothing constant. For sim-

plicity, CCPs may prefer to implement a EWMA model such as the t distributed MTL with EWMA

volatility based on a smoothing constant of 0.96. However, in almost all cases our margins match the

CME margins better when we employ an MTL derived from a Student-t asymmetric GARCH model.

We have introduced a simple parametric rule for setting margins along a term structure of futures

contracts which requires a maximum of five parameters. These parameters govern the boundaries for

a margin reset, the time period before a reset, and it’s size when a reset is triggered. They may be

calibrated to a time-series of MTL and – if required – an historical time-series for a target (e.g. the

CME margin) using a variety of objectives. Our empirical study has compared our margins with two

other schemes, advocated by Chiu et al. (2006) and Lam et al. (2010) respectively. Those schemes

tend to produce unstable margins which are generally lower than CME margins. By contrast, we are

even able to mimic most of the characteristics of CME margins with just three calibrated parameters.

Moreover, by comparing our model for different assets with SPAN margins we add useful information,

e.g. that SPAN margins for S&P 500 futures are too risk-insensitive, although our approach can

produce margins that are very close to SPAN in several other markets such as gold and the Euro-US

Dollar exchange rate.

this reduces the amount of data for back-testing quite significantly. Moreover, based on the data which are available
for back-testing, there is no significant improvement in the margin that are obtained using a more sophisticated model.
Hence, we focus on the simple model specification introduced above and we find that, in line with the literature on
volatility forecasting, implied volatility models perform well in backtests, overall.
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A Online Appendix

Table A.1 shows results of Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) tests for pairwise comparison of the forecasting

performance of all models. These tests are based on the tij-statistic described in the main paper

(Section 3.2). We use the weight function w(α) = (2α− 1)2 because our focus is on accuracy in both

tails simultaneously. Here the model in row i is preferred to the model in column j if the corresponding

statistic is negative, and the lower and more negative the statistic the greater the accuracy of model i

relative to model j. Clearly, the best performing model is the GJR with Student t innovations, which

is labeled model (6) in the table, but the t-EGARCH model (4) performs almost as well. The worst

is model (12), the t-EWMA with smoothing constant 0.99 but model (14), the student t distribution

with standard deviation based on a sample of size 30, is almost as poor. Indeed, all models (11) – (16)

are outperformed by most of the others.

Table A.2 completes this robustness check for the multivariate term structure models, labeled (17)

– (28) in Table A.1. Again we confirm the conditional coverage test results in Table 2: orthogonal

models with only one component, t-distributed innovations and a GARCH volatility structure predict

both tails simultaneously with sufficient accuracy, and all models based on two principal components

are inferior.

There is no space to present results for other weight functions and other maturities of WTI futures

(these are available on request) so here we just summarize their conclusions. First, with w(α) = 1, all

the constant-volatility models perform particularly badly, and all models with normal innovations are

outperformed by those with Student-t innovations. The GARCH models with t-distributed error terms

significantly outperform most of the other specifications. The best performing models with w(α) = 1

also perform strongly in the left tail, with w(α) = (1 − α)2, but the EWMA models with Student-

t innovations and smoothing constants of 0.94 or 0.96 also perform reasonably well. For right-tail

forecasting, i.e. with w(α) = α2, the normal EGARCH model is better than the t-EGARCH or t-GJR

models, which themselves out-perform all models except normal EGARCH. This finding is consistent

with a distribution having asymmetric tails. Indeed, in most financial markets the left tail typically

has greater probability mass than the right tail.

The remaining figures and tables in this appendix complement the main body of the paper with

additional results and robustness checks.
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Table A.1: Gneiting-Ranjan Tests with weighting in both tails.

This table reports the Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) statistic tn for comparing all MTL model pairs for 1-month WTI futures, with w(α) = (2α − 1)2. The test

data sample is from 1 Jan 1996 to 31 Dec 2008. A positive statistic for a comparison of model x (in row) with model y (in column) indicates that the model in

the row is out-performed by the model in the column and vice versa. The asymptotic distribution of the tn-statistic is standard normal.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)

Normal GARCH (1) – 2.00 0.17 1.86 0.40 2.14 0.20 0.20 1.55 1.60 -1.37 -1.19 -2.11 -1.99 -0.94 -0.91
t-GARCH (2) -2.00 – -1.51 0.17 -1.53 0.70 -1.40 -1.40 -0.20 -0.14 -2.98 -2.83 -3.77 -3.68 -2.72 -2.71
Normal EGARCH (3) -0.17 1.51 – 2.10 0.06 1.95 0.06 0.06 1.18 1.21 -1.46 -1.28 -2.04 -1.94 -1.02 -0.98
t-EGARCH (4) -1.86 -0.17 -2.10 – -1.65 0.38 -1.29 -1.29 -0.25 -0.21 -3.00 -2.85 -3.42 -3.34 -2.58 -2.58
Normal GJR (5) -0.40 1.53 -0.06 1.65 – 1.94 0.02 0.03 1.27 1.31 -1.40 -1.23 -2.15 -2.04 -1.02 -0.98
t-GJR (6) -2.14 -0.70 -1.95 -0.38 -1.94 – -1.63 -1.63 -0.51 -0.46 -3.00 -2.85 -3.85 -3.76 -2.74 -2.72
Normal EWMA 0.94 (7) -0.20 1.40 -0.06 1.29 -0.02 1.63 – 3.21 3.00 3.10 -1.18 -1.05 -3.94 -3.73 -1.00 -0.96
t-EWMA 0.94 (8) -0.20 1.40 -0.06 1.29 -0.03 1.63 -3.21 – 2.99 3.09 -1.18 -1.05 -3.95 -3.74 -1.00 -0.97
Normal EWMA 0.96 (9) -1.55 0.20 -1.18 0.25 -1.27 0.51 -3.00 -2.99 – 5.04 -2.33 -2.15 -5.41 -5.23 -2.49 -2.42
t-EWMA 0.96 (10) -1.60 0.14 -1.21 0.21 -1.31 0.46 -3.10 -3.09 -5.04 – -2.36 -2.19 -5.47 -5.28 -2.53 -2.46
Normal EWMA 0.99 (11) 1.37 2.98 1.46 3.00 1.40 3.00 1.18 1.18 2.33 2.36 – 3.02 -0.57 -0.49 0.81 0.9
t-EWMA 0.99 (12) 1.19 2.83 1.28 2.85 1.23 2.85 1.05 1.05 2.15 2.19 -3.02 – -0.70 -0.61 0.50 0.58
Normal Constant 30 (13) 2.11 3.77 2.04 3.42 2.15 3.85 3.94 3.95 5.41 5.47 0.57 0.70 – 3.20 1.06 1.09
t-Constant 30 (14) 1.99 3.68 1.94 3.34 2.04 3.76 3.73 3.74 5.23 5.28 0.49 0.61 -3.20 – 0.96 0.99
Normal Constant 90 (15) 0.94 2.72 1.02 2.58 1.02 2.74 1.00 1.00 2.49 2.53 -0.81 -0.50 -1.06 -0.96 – 0.82
t-Constant 90 (16) 0.91 2.71 0.98 2.58 0.98 2.72 0.96 0.97 2.42 2.46 -0.90 -0.58 -1.09 -0.99 -0.82 –
Normal GARCH 1 (17) 1.03 2.48 0.89 2.30 1.06 2.62 0.98 0.98 2.07 2.12 -0.58 -0.44 -1.36 -1.25 -0.20 -0.17
t-GARCH 1 (18) -0.80 0.91 -0.62 0.82 -0.59 1.16 -0.64 -0.64 0.48 0.52 -1.94 -1.81 -2.93 -2.85 -1.64 -1.63
Normal EGARCH 1 (19) 0.55 2.00 0.72 2.30 0.72 2.33 0.62 0.62 1.62 1.66 -0.78 -0.64 -1.49 -1.40 -0.40 -0.38
t-EGARCH 1 (20) -0.36 1.34 -0.26 1.62 -0.21 1.74 -0.20 -0.20 0.86 0.90 -1.55 -1.42 -2.40 -2.31 -1.20 -1.18
Normal GJR 1 (21) 0.40 1.79 0.45 1.80 0.58 2.12 0.50 0.50 1.53 1.56 -0.86 -0.72 -1.66 -1.56 -0.51 -0.48
t-GJR 1 (22) -0.96 0.48 -0.82 0.53 -0.80 0.87 -0.86 -0.85 0.21 0.25 -2.01 -1.89 -3.07 -2.99 -1.73 -1.72
Normal EWMA 0.94 1 (23) 1.01 2.33 0.99 2.17 1.10 2.50 1.79 1.79 2.84 2.88 -0.22 -0.11 -1.26 -1.13 0.10 0.13
t-EWMA 0.94 1 (24) 1.01 2.33 0.99 2.17 1.10 2.50 1.79 1.79 2.83 2.88 -0.23 -0.11 -1.27 -1.13 0.10 0.12
Normal GARCH 2 (25) 0.97 2.24 0.82 2.12 1.02 2.41 0.89 0.89 2.04 2.08 -0.66 -0.52 -1.47 -1.36 -0.30 -0.27
Normal EGARCH 2 (26) 0.24 1.66 0.41 1.93 0.44 1.99 0.36 0.36 1.42 1.46 -1.01 -0.87 -1.76 -1.66 -0.64 -0.61
Normal GJR 2 (27) 0.35 1.65 0.41 1.67 0.55 1.96 0.45 0.45 1.51 1.55 -0.89 -0.76 -1.71 -1.61 -0.56 -0.53
Normal EWMA 0.94 2 (28) 0.71 1.95 0.72 1.84 0.83 2.13 1.38 1.39 2.56 2.61 -0.47 -0.35 -1.71 -1.57 -0.18 -0.15
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Table A.2: Gneiting-Ranjan Tests with weighting in both tails.

This table reports the Gneiting and Ranjan (2011) statistic tn for all MTL model pairs, with w(α) = (2α − 1)2. Test

data sample 1 Jan 1996 to 31 Dec 2008. A positive statistic for a comparison of model x (in row) with model y

(in column) indicates that the model in the row is out-performed by the model in the column and vice versa. The

asymptotic distribution of the tn-statistic is standard normal.

(17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28)

Normal GARCH 1 (17) – 2.23 0.50 1.50 1.38 2.39 -0.52 -0.52 0.44 1.02 1.17 -0.01
t-GARCH 1 (18) -2.23 – -1.66 -1.03 -1.39 0.86 -2.49 -2.48 -1.72 -1.14 -1.13 -1.76
Normal EGARCH 1 (19) -0.50 1.66 – 1.40 0.33 1.99 -0.75 -0.75 -0.25 1.17 0.38 -0.3
t-EGARCH 1 (20) -1.50 1.03 -1.40 – -0.87 1.78 -1.77 -1.77 -1.15 -0.77 -0.69 -1.2
Normal GJR 1 (21) -1.38 1.39 -0.33 0.87 – 1.74 -1.01 -1.01 -0.82 0.25 0.23 -0.54
t-GJR 1 (22) -2.39 -0.86 -1.99 -1.78 -1.74 – -2.72 -2.72 -1.90 -1.42 -1.41 -1.98
Normal EWMA 0.94 1 (23) 0.52 2.49 0.75 1.77 1.01 2.72 – 3.26 0.64 1.07 1.03 1.55
t-EWMA 0.94 1 (24) 0.52 2.48 0.75 1.77 1.01 2.72 -3.26 – 0.64 1.06 1.03 1.54
Normal GARCH 2 (25) -0.44 1.72 0.25 1.15 0.82 1.90 -0.64 -0.64 – 0.85 1.25 -0.17
Normal EGARCH 2 (26) -1.02 1.14 -1.17 0.77 -0.25 1.42 -1.07 -1.06 -0.85 – -0.13 -0.66
Normal GJR 2 (27) -1.17 1.13 -0.38 0.69 -0.23 1.41 -1.03 -1.03 -1.25 0.13 – -0.63
Normal EWMA 0.94 2 (28) 0.01 1.76 0.30 1.20 0.54 1.98 -1.55 -1.54 0.17 0.66 0.63 –
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Table A.3: Summary Statistics on Margins for 6-month and 12-month WTI Futures

This table reports statistics for 6-month and 12-month WTI futures margins based on a tolerance setting τlow = τhigh = 20

days and for the EWMA and t-GJR MTL models. The model name in column 1 starts with the margin objective (S,

T or E) followed by E or G, according to the MTL model (either EWMA or t-GJR GARCH). The same objectives are

used for the scheme introduced by Lam et al. (2010), and these models have an additional L (e.g. SLE denotes the

Lam et al. (2010) model with stability objective based on EWMA). The other margin schemes are of Chiu et al. (2006),

also with two possible MTL models (denoted CE and CG) and, finally the CME. Columns 2 – 4 report the calibrated

parameters and subsequent columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: WTI (6M)

SE 0.00 0.11 0.25 21 9 12 92.40 25.49 -20.89 2.82 -13.15
SG 0.08 0.05 0.25 26 10 16 75.08 34.36 -19.34 10.46 -8.59
TE 0.00 0.00 0.34 26 8 18 70.96 24.84 -12.63 0.51 -3.38
TG 0.00 0.00 0.25 27 12 15 72.19 20.22 -17.23 0.63 -7.93
EE 0.00 0.00 0.26 29 9 20 62.89 26.18 -12.82 7.05 -1.48
EG 0.00 0.00 0.25 25 10 15 78.21 22.46 -16.22 0.73 -6.73
SLE 2.63 0.48 – 8 4 4 204.71 67.11 -48.30 56.60 -48.23
SLG 1.56 0.47 – 17 9 8 100.12 62.54 -47.68 47.30 -47.05
TLE 2.48 0.25 – 29 13 16 65.68 35.21 -25.68 25.33 -25.09
TLG 1.56 0.27 – 51 25 26 37.48 36.91 -27.58 27.31 -26.60
ELE 2.43 0.25 – 29 13 16 65.68 35.32 -25.72 25.33 -25.15
ELG 2.21 0.27 – 51 25 26 37.48 36.91 -27.58 27.31 -26.60
CE – – – 76 33 43 25.13 22.79 -15.99 15.31 -15.01
CG – – – 146 64 82 13.10 26.29 -17.15 15.06 -15.05
CME – 31 14 17 58.63 11.06 -11.79 2.08 -4.76

Panel B: WTI (12M)

SE 0.02 0.11 0.25 25 9 16 76.88 38.95 -20.92 8.15 -11.86
SG 0.03 0.19 0.25 30 17 13 64.45 27.47 -30.06 8.33 -19.20
TE 0.00 0.00 0.40 24 8 16 77.13 21.42 -12.98 0.73 -1.85
TG 0.00 0.00 0.25 28 11 17 69.22 30.96 -18.23 5.65 -5.77
EE 0.00 0.05 0.31 23 8 15 80.05 28.78 -16.37 0.64 -8.09
EG 0.00 0.00 0.25 27 11 16 71.88 30.31 -19.02 5.62 -5.77
SLE 2.66 0.48 – 10 5 5 170.89 67.42 -48.16 52.47 -47.90
SLG 3.01 0.49 – 13 7 6 129.42 66.57 -51.03 50.66 -49.47
TLE 2.47 0.25 – 31 14 17 58.33 37.17 -26.12 25.66 -25.45
TLG 1.60 0.27 – 54 25 29 35.68 42.27 -27.90 27.01 -26.74
ELE 2.69 0.25 – 27 12 15 67.35 36.42 -25.72 25.63 -25.04
ELG 2.35 0.26 – 64 30 34 29.60 40.01 -26.87 26.28 -25.89
CE – – – 83 36 47 22.77 23.12 -15.86 15.31 -15.04
CG – – – 134 54 80 14.23 29.79 -16.47 15.05 -15.04
CME – 27 11 16 67.65 13.93 -12.63 5.56 -7.14
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Table A.4: Summary Statistics on Margins for 3-month and 6-month Gold Futures

This table reports statistics for 3-month and 6-month gold futures margins based on a tolerance setting τlow = τhigh = 20

days and for the EWMA and t-GJR MTL models. The model name in column 1 starts with the margin objective (S,

T or E) followed by E or G, according to the MTL model (either EWMA or t-GJR GARCH). The same objectives are

used for the scheme introduced by Lam et al. (2010), and these models have an additional L (e.g. SLE denotes the

Lam et al. (2010) model with stability objective based on EWMA). The other margin schemes are of Chiu et al. (2006),

also with two possible MTL models (denoted CE and CG) and, finally the CME. Columns 2 – 4 report the calibrated

parameters and subsequent columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: GC (3M)

SE 0.05 0.14 0.25 20 7 13 93.63 56.27 -22.43 15.11 -17.33
SG 0.00 0.10 0.25 19 8 11 95.00 37.95 -20.29 2.41 -10.44
TE 0.00 0.00 0.34 26 7 19 68.36 36.63 -11.28 3.02 -3.17
TG 0.00 0.00 0.26 21 7 14 85.65 32.18 -12.03 1.47 -0.38
EE 0.10 0.00 0.46 20 5 15 90.00 45.24 -12.45 16.89 -6.26
EG 0.00 0.00 0.25 21 7 14 85.65 32.50 -12.09 2.05 -0.38
SLE 2.99 0.47 – 9 5 4 167.38 53.81 -47.59 48.42 -47.02
SLG 2.04 0.45 – 14 8 6 135.46 58.91 -46.42 46.87 -45.53
TLE 2.54 0.25 – 38 18 20 50.27 36.62 -25.64 25.34 -25.02
TLG 2.24 0.25 – 40 19 21 46.92 38.96 -26.50 25.36 -25.08
ELE 2.82 0.25 – 38 18 20 50.27 36.83 -25.72 25.34 -25.11
ELG 2.79 0.30 – 24 12 12 74.74 41.79 -30.67 30.18 -30.14
CE – – – 68 28 40 27.84 26.33 -15.74 15.01 -15.02
CG – – – 120 54 66 16.04 24.61 -16.70 15.01 -15.12
CME – 26 11 15 71.52 17.78 -10.87 5.86 -6.25

Panel B: GC (6M)

SE 0.05 0.15 0.25 20 7 13 93.63 57.35 -22.74 15.57 -13.41
SG 0.03 0.12 0.25 19 8 11 94.94 40.58 -21.28 5.09 -13.71
TE 0.00 0.00 0.34 28 8 20 63.33 33.54 -11.17 2.75 -3.20
TG 0.00 0.00 0.27 22 6 16 81.38 45.56 -13.33 14.67 -1.31
EE 0.07 0.00 0.50 18 5 13 100.59 39.08 -12.91 11.39 -4.70
EG 0.00 0.00 0.25 20 6 14 89.95 45.92 -15.24 16.11 -5.84
SLE 3.01 0.47 – 9 5 4 168.62 58.85 -47.32 51.25 -46.98
SLG 1.68 0.46 – 11 6 5 135.40 60.12 -46.81 46.98 -46.02
TLE 2.50 0.25 – 38 18 20 50.27 36.49 -25.55 25.18 -25.05
TLG 2.13 0.25 – 35 16 19 53.76 42.91 -26.79 25.06 -25.05
ELE 2.82 0.27 – 27 13 14 65.23 38.87 -27.49 27.63 -26.98
ELG 2.55 0.27 – 35 17 18 53.79 40.10 -28.57 26.75 -26.77
CE – – – 70 29 41 27.03 26.01 -15.71 15.03 -15.00
CG – – – 111 50 61 17.02 25.50 -17.00 15.17 -15.05
CME – 26 11 15 71.52 17.78 -10.87 5.86 -6.25
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Table A.5: Summary Statistics on Margins for 3-month and 4-month Euro/Dollar Futures

This table reports statistics for 3-month and 4-month Euro/Dollar futures margins based on a tolerance setting

τlow = τhigh = 20 days and for the EWMA and t-GJR MTL models. The model name in column 1 starts with the

margin objective (S, T or E) followed by E or G, according to the MTL model (either EWMA or t-GJR GARCH). The

same objectives are used for the scheme introduced by Lam et al. (2010), and these models have an additional L (e.g.

SLE denotes the Lam et al. (2010) model with stability objective based on EWMA). The other margin schemes are of

Chiu et al. (2006), also with two possible MTL models (denoted CE and CG) and, finally the CME. Columns 2 – 4

report the calibrated parameters and subsequent columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: EC (3M)

SE 0.06 0.16 0.25 19 8 11 99.44 24.45 -22.40 15.15 -19.41
SG 0.06 0.13 0.25 23 10 13 81.59 17.59 -17.89 9.74 -11.98
TE 0.00 0.01 0.26 29 11 18 64.04 12.75 -11.51 0.08 -6.09
TG 0.01 0.01 0.25 29 12 17 63.75 9.74 -10.77 1.49 -3.27
EE 0.04 0.02 0.25 28 9 19 66.33 16.58 -11.24 9.13 -2.30
EG 0.00 0.14 0.25 23 12 11 81.14 13.53 -20.01 3.84 -12.31
SLE 2.49 0.44 – 5 2 3 338.25 55.40 -43.85 52.14 -43.69
SLG 3.05 0.45 – 3 1 2 658.00 50.09 -45.33 50.09 -45.14
TLE 2.56 0.25 – 23 10 13 84.73 31.31 -25.54 25.24 -25.00
TLG 2.56 0.25 – 19 8 11 103.50 32.02 -25.59 25.42 -25.02
ELE 2.60 0.25 – 23 10 13 84.73 31.31 -25.54 25.24 -25.00
ELG 2.63 0.25 – 22 10 12 88.71 29.57 -26.06 25.37 -25.28
CE – – – 57 23 34 33.29 23.57 -15.64 15.28 -15.07
CG – – – 52 22 30 36.55 21.94 -15.94 15.22 -15.01
CME – 25 13 12 68.96 11.77 -12.79 5.00 -6.25

Panel B: EC (4M)

SE 0.06 0.16 0.25 17 7 10 111.88 24.22 -22.50 15.51 -13.73
SG 0.10 0.14 0.25 22 9 13 88.19 21.08 -18.04 10.51 -11.62
TE 0.00 0.00 0.25 30 11 19 62.76 13.18 -11.87 2.97 -4.91
TG 0.00 0.02 0.25 28 11 17 66.11 9.07 -9.94 1.07 -2.12
EE 0.04 0.02 0.25 28 9 19 66.33 16.57 -11.23 9.16 -2.14
EG 0.00 0.13 0.25 23 12 11 81.14 12.19 -18.96 4.84 -12.50
SLE 2.53 0.44 – 7 3 4 281.50 49.04 -44.11 44.03 -43.95
SLG 2.96 0.44 – 3 1 2 658.00 46.42 -44.71 46.42 -44.38
TLE 2.65 0.25 – 23 10 13 84.73 31.56 -25.64 25.01 -25.05
TLG 2.47 0.25 – 17 7 10 116.44 31.21 -25.42 25.44 -25.00
ELE 2.61 0.25 – 23 10 13 84.73 31.56 -25.64 25.01 -25.05
ELG 2.62 0.25 – 20 9 11 97.84 28.81 -25.77 25.37 -25.31
CE – – – 58 24 34 32.70 22.36 -15.57 15.02 -15.05
CG – – – 49 21 28 38.83 20.86 -15.83 15.07 -15.04
CME – 25 13 12 68.96 11.77 -12.79 5.00 -6.25
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Table A.6: Summary Statistics on Margins for 3-month and 4-month S&P500 Futures

This table reports statistics for 3-month and 4-month S&P500 futures margins based on a tolerance setting

τlow = τhigh = 20 days and for the EWMA and t-GJR MTL models. The model name in column 1 starts with the

margin objective (S, T or E) followed by E or G, according to the MTL model (either EWMA or t-GJR GARCH). The

same objectives are used for the scheme introduced by Lam et al. (2010), and these models have an additional L (e.g.

SLE denotes the Lam et al. (2010) model with stability objective based on EWMA). The other margin schemes are of

Chiu et al. (2006), also with two possible MTL models (denoted CE and CG) and, finally the CME. Columns 2 – 4

report the calibrated parameters and subsequent columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: SP (3M)

SE 0.02 0.13 0.25 29 12 17 66.64 44.88 -22.79 7.47 -13.58
SG 0.08 0.09 0.25 44 21 23 42.19 62.25 -33.69 8.67 -13.01
TE 0.00 0.05 0.25 31 10 21 62.10 43.09 -16.03 2.70 -5.07
TG 0.00 0.00 0.33 34 15 19 53.39 49.38 -24.99 1.94 -4.70
EE 0.18 0.00 0.49 27 5 22 72.23 72.24 -12.82 17.82 -0.70
EG 0.02 0.00 0.49 24 11 13 76.48 48.50 -27.13 3.82 -8.41
SLE 2.99 0.48 – 9 5 4 222.38 57.25 -48.99 48.78 -48.65
SLG 2.92 0.49 – 35 19 16 52.88 77.78 -49.91 49.50 -48.84
TLE 1.08 0.25 – 34 16 18 57.58 33.83 -25.64 25.20 -25.05
TLG 1.00 0.38 – 91 46 45 20.39 62.53 -38.94 37.88 -37.62
ELE 4.44 0.31 – 17 8 9 118.00 41.79 -31.75 31.90 -31.29
ELG 4.04 0.28 – 149 70 79 12.51 49.36 -29.21 27.77 -27.84
CE – – – 85 38 47 22.69 22.04 -15.82 15.02 -15.01
CG – – – 332 128 204 5.73 35.80 -16.98 15.25 -15.00
CME – 8 5 3 247.29 6.31 -10.90 3.26 -9.09

Panel B: SP (4M)

SE 0.02 0.13 0.25 31 12 19 62.70 43.17 -20.93 8.65 -12.86
SG 0.16 0.14 0.25 37 19 18 50.33 72.68 -41.23 16.21 -25.26
TE 0.00 0.08 0.25 33 13 20 58.28 35.89 -17.82 0.60 -7.72
TG 0.00 0.00 0.33 33 15 18 55.06 48.76 -26.10 2.10 -5.54
EE 0.18 0.00 0.49 27 5 22 72.23 71.14 -12.75 17.82 -0.70
EG 0.01 0.00 0.48 24 11 13 76.48 48.22 -26.93 3.88 -8.29
SLE 3.05 0.48 – 9 5 4 222.38 57.29 -49.00 48.81 -48.63
SLG 2.90 0.49 – 35 19 16 52.88 77.98 -49.95 49.45 -49.06
TLE 1.08 0.25 – 34 16 18 57.58 33.83 -25.64 25.25 -25.04
TLG 1.00 0.36 – 88 42 46 21.09 68.36 -37.77 37.10 -36.27
ELE 4.44 0.31 – 17 8 9 118.00 41.91 -31.80 32.02 -31.41
ELG 4.04 0.25 – 168 78 90 11.35 45.74 -27.19 25.42 -25.45
CE – – – 85 38 47 22.69 21.94 -15.78 15.07 -15.00
CG – – – 337 131 206 5.68 35.22 -16.97 15.02 -15.00
CME – 8 5 3 247.29 6.31 -10.90 3.26 -9.09
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Figure A.1: Comparison of Margins with RMSE Calibration Objective: 3-month WTI Futures

A comparison of our margin with the CME margin for 3-month WTI futures. Each figure depicts our margin and the upper and lower bounds MTL and

(1 + c)MTL. The MTL model is either the Student t-GJR, with parameters calibrated to the underlying futures returns (upper) or Student t-EWMA with

λ = 0.96 (lower). The calibrated values for the proportional margin decrease a and increase b are reported above each chart. The calibration objective here is

RMSE, as explained in the text.
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Figure A.2: Comparison of Margins with Stability Calibration Objective: 3-month WTI Futures

A comparison of our margin with the CME margin for 3-month WTI futures. Each figure depicts our margin and the upper and lower bounds MTL and

(1 + c)MTL. The MTL model is either the Student t-GJR, with parameters calibrated to the underlying futures returns (upper) or Student t-EWMA with

λ = 0.96 (lower). The calibrated values for the proportional margin decrease a and increase b are reported above each chart. The calibration objective here is

Stability, as explained in the text.
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Table A.7: Summary Statistics on Margins for 1-month and 3-month WTI Futures

This table reports statistics for 1-month and 3-month WTI futures margins based on a tolerance setting τlow = τhigh = 20

days and for the implied volatility based MTL models (see Section 5.3). The model name in column 1 starts with the

margin objective (S, T or E) followed by I, indicating that the MTL model is based on implied volatility. The other

margin schemes are of Chiu et al. (2006) and the CME. Columns 2 –4 report the calibrated parameters and subsequent

columns provide summary statistics.

a b c
No. of
changes

No. of
in-

creases

No. of
de-

creases

Avg.
days
be-

tween
changes

Avg.
margin

in-
crease
(%)

Avg.
margin
de-

crease
(%)

Smallest
in-

crease
(%)

Smallest
de-

crease
(%)

Panel A: WTI (1M)

SI 0.09 0.08 0.25 16 6 10 105.27 22.96 -15.10 13.51 -8.62
TI 0.00 0.00 0.25 21 7 14 81.80 15.14 -9.67 10.26 -2.01
EI 0.01 0.07 0.25 17 7 10 103.56 15.02 -12.95 8.16 -6.41
SLI 2.54 0.46 – 4 2 2 213.67 55.98 -47.95 54.41 -47.41
TLI 2.67 0.25 – 16 8 8 111.60 29.81 -27.76 25.25 -25.01
ELI 2.46 0.25 – 16 8 8 111.60 29.81 -27.76 25.25 -25.01
CI – – – 51 25 26 36.68 19.75 -16.97 15.09 -15.05
CME – 30 12 18 60.66 13.53 -11.00 1.72 -4.00

Panel B: WTI (3M)

SI 0.07 0.09 0.25 13 4 9 131.58 23.66 -14.30 11.38 -7.92
TI 0.00 0.00 0.25 23 6 17 71.18 17.92 -8.52 4.02 -1.70
EI 0.00 0.12 0.25 17 8 9 103.50 16.44 -17.46 3.21 -9.99
SLI 3.01 0.47 – 1 0 1 – 0.00 -48.51 0.00 -48.51
TLI 2.66 0.25 – 21 10 11 83.70 31.36 -26.42 25.47 -25.12
ELI 2.29 0.25 – 21 10 11 83.70 31.36 -26.42 25.47 -25.12
CI – – – 51 25 26 36.70 18.88 -16.85 15.02 -15.04
CME – 31 13 18 58.63 12.81 -11.42 1.79 -1.75
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